One Analytics
The insight you need for informed decision-making

Target services to support vulnerable groups
Monitor service delivery and effectiveness
Strengthen multi-agency working

Who benefits?
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The insight you need for
informed decision-making
There’s never been a more important time to understand the exact needs of
children and families in your local area. With increasing budgetary pressures
and a growing demand for services, it’s only with the complete picture that
you can accurately assess the impact and effectiveness of the support you’re
providing.
One Analytics provides teams and individuals in all roles with the information
needed to make evidence-based decisions across your education, early years,
youth and social care data in One.
World-leading intuitive analysis tools, powered by Tableau®, allow you to
explore trends to identify those most in need, monitor service delivery, and
understand the root causes so that interventions can have the maximum
impact.

Our partnership with the Early Intervention Foundation helps promote best practice in
effective early help strategies, including understanding the impact of interventions on
children and families.

Create dashboards that provide managers at all levels with the information they need:
•

Set up personalised dashboards that provide
all the critical data, at a glance

•

Explore your data to understand underlying
trends - using filters and drill downs

•

Monitor the performance of vulnerable groups
by filtering reports to see just these children

•

Use maps to identify geographical trends

•

Identify the individual children who need additional support

•

Compare with national data sets, such as the indices of
multiple deprivation

•

Share appropriate data with schools, academies and
multi-agency partners.

All student and regional data is for illustrative purposes only and is entirely fictitious

Why choose One Analytics?
Identify those most in need of
targeted services
Easily compare the performance and progression of vulnerable
groups with other cohorts to spot trends and identify children
at risk. With instant access to information about your lookedafter children you can identify inequalities and monitor the
impact of supportive strategies.

Teams have the information they
need to make a real difference
With information at their fingertips and personalised
dashboards, all teams can ensure that no child is overlooked
and resources are focused on the services and interventions
that deliver the most impact, reducing future demand for
services.

Intuitive tools so performance teams
can focus on supporting intelligent
analysis
User-friendly drag-and-drop features allow report writers and
service users to easily create, customise and update visuallyengaging reports, heat maps and interactive dashboards. This
frees up their time to analyse and investigate trends and root
causes, rather than spend time collating data.

Make informed decisions about
commissioned services
Our data discovery tools enable you to review historical trends
and identify the delivery areas most suited for commissioned
services. Dashboards enable the performance of providers to
be monitored, and for you to share appropriate performance
information with providers.

Support multi-agency working for
more effective interventions
Enable multi-agency teams, academies and schools to access
appropriate information so they can support more targeted
interventions. This allows these teams to understand the wider
contextual information about the child and family they’re
working with, ensuring interventions meet their exact needs.

Improve service delivery and
increase efficiency
Monitor current service delivery and compare year-on-year
performance as well as differences between service teams.
Identify best practice which can be celebrated and shared
across your organisation.

Enable report writers to quickly create reports and dashboards:
Report writers can create reports with vastly
greater efficiency using Tableau’s powerful
business intelligence toolset.

Capita One’s data
model makes it
easy to identify the
fields you need.

Empower users with self-service
reporting and data discovery.
Easily create heat maps using
Tableau’s tools.
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Who benefits?

Frequently asked questions
Is One Analytics accessible from mobile devices?
One Analytics, including the business intelligence
toolset powered by Tableau®, is accessible from laptops,
PCs and mobile devices such as tablets and, with userfriendly self-service reporting, empowers teams to find
their own information instantly and easily.
What modules can be reported on from One
Analytics?
We plan for One Analytics to support all modules
including Youth, eStart and One Social Care by the end
of 2016. In our first release in Spring 2016, Attendance,
Attainment, Admissions and Transfers, Children’s
Support Services, Exclusions, SEND and eStart will be
supported.
What technical requirements do we need to run the
analysis tools?
One Analytics is a powerful reporting product which
uses a data warehouse and is powered by Tableau’s
word leading business intelligence toolset. It is possible
that you will need additional server(s) to support
this product. Further details can be provided by your
business development manager.
What are the module prerequisites?
One Analytics enables you to report on all the modules
you are licensed for. To use the import tool you need a
Pulse license. One Analytics is at the heart of our future
reporting strategy and will be a prerequisite for our
upcoming One Predict and Prevent module. There are
also infrastructure requirements for One Analytics - for
further information on these and any other aspects of
One Analytics please contact the One team.

Service directors and managers
Engaging, interactive and flexible dashboards allow you
to monitor the effectiveness of services and identify
areas where efficiency could be improved so you can
ensure the best use of limited resources. By providing
your teams with access to the specific information they
need, when they need it, you can promote a culture of
evidence based decision making within your department,
empowering your staff to make the best decisions for
children and young people in your local authority.

Service delivery teams
With the full picture, and the ability to analyse and filter
by vulnerable groups, geographical areas, ethnicity,
age, gender and religion, teams can ensure no child
is overlooked. Teams are able to easily spot trends
and identify characteristics of potential increased
vulnerability.
Multiple agencies and departments can identify and
share areas of best practice, ensuring service delivery and
efficiency is continuously improved.

Performance analysts and report writers
One Analytics provides intuitive business intelligence
tools, enabling reporting teams to quickly and efficiently
create visualisations and dashboards through a
drag-and-drop interface.
Because One Analytics draws on the data already held in
One by your local authority, performance analysts are
free to focus on analysing and investigating trends and
root causes, rather than spending their time collating
data.

Contact us
0800 999 3180
www.capita-one.co.uk
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